Data Analysis and Fair Price Prediction Using Machine Learning Algorithms
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Abstract: Data Analysis is the main important subject in recent times as the ongoing demand for it is growing accordingly with the huge amounts of data we get from many sources. All the huge data we get should be properly analyzed so that the information will be used accordingly to its needs. In this paper, the main objective is to analyses the data that is taken from uber related data from a csv file which is already available in the outside world. In addition to the analyzing of data we are also including two features to our project, from which the first one is fare price detection and the second one goes with optimal allotment of a cab using appropriate machine learning algorithms. we used k-means clustering, Db Scan for optimal allotment of a cab. We used Linear regression, Logistic Regression, Random Forest algorithms, Decision Tree Algorithm for fair price detection. We are also finding the best algorithm for increasing the accuracy of selection using unsupervised algorithms which is the best moto of our project.

The additional feature we are wanting to add in to this mechanism of analyzing the data is to use an android app developed by us in order to receive the required data from the users and perform various actions on it to obtain a best result for segmented two operations.
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I Introduction

First knowing the importance of analyzing, visualization is very well required in order to perform any actions on data that is taken from .csv files or any other file formats. In one word we can say that the main idea is to give reliable and accurate data to the end users after complete analysis [4].

Data Visualization: Better Understanding of data is the main purpose of data visualization and techniques. So as we are having bulk amount of data from Uber [1] which is in the form of tables, which is very difficult to understand and read as so we use some tools like bar graphs, histograms, split graphs to understand the data exactly.

Uber related Data is taken from uber because it has given its New York data from the year 2018 between the months of November and December with no cost [1]. Uber provide best services to the customers with best satisfaction and optimal in providing the requirements (basic needs) effectively.
2 Literature Survey

Generally when it comes to data analysis every one checks for an existing data that is present on various platforms and do perform any operations to get their results from it after reading and understanding the data[4], But it will be difficult to understand what exactly the already existing data contain for which we have to perform many operations like data virtualization for better understanding and data cleaning for reducing the noisy data, All these are costly and time taking. Hence we have developed an application which takes the only necessary data for detecting fare price[12] and optimal cab positioning this reduces the unwanted data and increases the understand ability of data that we receive.

Barlow, H. B.,[13] Explained the details about the Unsupervised learning eliminates the need for labelled data and manual handcrafted feature engineering enabling general, more flexible and automated ML methods which highly needed for the development of highly positive results with great accuracy and improvements.

From our findings [15] Unsupervised algorithms like K-means, Clustering will be the better to directly apply to the classification or regression problem and find the unknown values easily. So including such algorithms will make better results as well. These methods also do not require more number of parameters or labels of data to process, and also only depends on the unique training mechanism. Possibilities that can’t be found out using the human can be easily determined by these Unsupervised algorithms

Rokach, L.,&Maimon, O.,[14] Details about clustering methods that are required for data mining[17]. which begins with comparing two objects about the similarity and processing for the next. Data mining is an important thing that one should more concentrate on when it comes to considering huge datasets. All the methods that Rokach and Maimon explained about brings a self-contained review of the concepts and the mathematics underlying clustering techniques.

The Linear Regression algorithm is used in fair price detection. But when it is compared with other algorithms like random forest the accuracy is increased similarly for optimal cab assigning we used k-means clustering and DB-scan algorithms K-Means was found to work effectively as DB-Scan is not working well in conditions like more rowed data which exceeds 5000 rows. Hence K-means has chosen.

For the fair price detection we have used dataset, downloaded from Kaggle and we performed the data cleaning and data visualization techniques and we applied Linear regression, Decision Tree and Random Forest algorithm. There are some parameters like weather, type of vehicle, day or night which affects the fair price. if you give these details then a fair price is generated and out of all used algorithms the Random Forest algorithm gave the best efficiency so we are using that algorithm to detect fair price based on source and destination

3 Existing System

Visualising the uber related data from kaggle using pictorial representations and sketches like bar graphs, plots, in the same way considering the analysis of the respective information by taking multivariate, univariate and bivariate analysis is seen in the already existing system. But the proper understanding of the Data set and ruling out the possible faulty data is not clear for users understanding.
Analyzing the Uber price and position of the cab using machine learning algorithms that are not accurate to consider so better algorithms must be taken and should increase the efficiency of the system. Implementing other unsupervised algorithms will build the profound positive results for the increment of the performance.

4 Proposed System

The main task we are considering is predicting to which cluster of centroids does the new source comes and we are showing the mechanism of cab assigning, for this we have used the k-means clustering and DB-scan algorithms. We have used the folium package to plot the coordinates in the map and we have applied the k-means clustering to the dataset which we have downloaded from the Kaggle and later we have prepared the dataset of our own, where we designed an app where it collects the live location of the user and the data is stored in our Google Firebase and we have converted the file into JSON format and we collected the latitudes and longitudes and converted into a Python Data frame as a dataset. If you give a new location it predicts into which cluster the given location comes.

For the fair price detection we have used dataset, downloaded from Kaggle and we performed the data cleaning and data visualization techniques and we applied Linear Regression, Decision Tree and Random Forest algorithm. There are some parameters like weather, type of
vehicle, day or night which affects the fair price. If you give these details then a fair price is generated and out of all used algorithms the Random Forest algorithm gave the best efficiency so we are using that algorithm to detect fair price based on source and destination.

**Android App for live data Tracking:** Our team has developed an innovative app that allows users to share their live location with ease. When you open the app if you are a new user then it asks for registration [18][19]. Then the app asks for the user's permission to access their location data and then stores their latitude and longitude coordinates. This information is securely stored in Google Firebase, a cloud-based database that ensures the user's data is safe and easily accessible.

The primary purpose of this app is to enable clustering of user data [20][21]. By collecting and analyzing this location data, we can create clusters of users based on their geographical proximity. This clustering mechanism helps us to provide customized services and recommendations to users based on their location and preferences.

The app has been designed with a user-friendly interface that makes it easy for users to share their location and view their data on a map. Overall, our app provides a convenient and secure way for users to share their live location data and benefits both users and service providers by allowing for customized services based on location data.

Here we are illustrating the mechanism of how a cab is assigned in the popular ride-sharing app Uber. When a user enters their location in the Uber app, the system uses a similar clustering mechanism to identify the closest available driver. This helps to ensure that users receive the fastest and most efficient service possible.

Here the data of users stored in firebase is converted into json format and the unnecessary information is deleted and only the username, latitudes and longitudes are retained and passed as parameters for the k-means clustering algorithm.

Hence a model is trained and it is tested. When a new users’ details are given as input then he is assigned to a new cluster.

There are some parameters [2] like weather, type of vehicle, day or night which affects the fair price. If you give these details then a fair price is generated and out of all used algorithms the Random Forest algorithm gave the best efficiency so we are using that algorithm to detect fair price based on source and destination.

First know what are all the contents we need so they are

- Dataset contains locations and car rides, latitudes and longitudes of location [3][6].
- Live data app is a j-json file which contains information about the live location of the app users.
- Uber cab optimal positioning is a Jupiter notebook file which contains code in it.

![](image.png)

**Figure 2:** Contents of system for fair price detection.
• Rideshare kaggle is the dataset which contains information about the car rides and it contains different price affecting columns like weather, type of vehicle, type of sharing vehicle etc. [6]

• Uber Data Analysis is a Jupiter notebook file which contains code in it.

5 Algorithms

5.1 K-Means Clustering Algorithm:

• K-Means clustering algorithm is used to assign the cab for the customer. It shows the optimal positioning of cabs if we provide the source.

• Each cluster so far formed contains a centroid, which is why it is also known as centroid based algorithm.

• It is mainly used to reduce the sum of the distance between the datapoint and the centroid.

• It takes the unlabelled dataset as input and forms the clusters by following iteration method until and unless it finds the best clusters.

• The clusters so formed are belonging to set which contains the similarities.

![Figure 3: K-Means clustering for assigning a cab](image)

![Figure 4: Algorithm of K-Means clustering](image)
Algorithms For Fair Price Detection:

5.2 Linear Regression:
- Linear regression is an algorithm which is used to find the relationship between the dependent variables and the independent variables.
- This algorithm helps in predicting the value of a variable with the help of another variable.
- Here the independent variable is the one which is used to predict the other variable, and the dependent variable is something with the help of other variables its value is predicted.
- The dependent variable is called as and the independent variable is also termed as
- It is shown as the line in the format \( y = ax + b \), here \( a, b, x \) are the independent variables and the \( y \) is the dependent variable.

![Linear regression graph representation.](image1)

**Figure 5:** Linear regression graph representation.

5.3 Decision Tree Algorithm:
- Decision tree is a supervised machine learning algorithm.[11] [16]
- It is same like tree structure which is used for classification and regression. It has three main parts:
  1) Internal nodes
  2) branches
  3) leaf node
- Internal nodes denotes the dataset’s features, branches represents the decision which are made and finally the outcome is denoted by the leaf node of the decision tree.

![Decision tree representation.](image2)

**Figure 6:** Decision tree representation.
5.4 Random Forest Algorithm:

Random forest is a supervised machine learning algorithm which is used for the purpose of classification of data [11].

It is like the combination of the decision tree algorithms.

In the dataset is divided into some random number of sub datasets and the decision trees are formed for all the sub datasets.

And finally, the average of all the decision trees are made and the conclusions are drawn from that.

![Figure 7: Random forest tree representation](image)

![Figure 8: Algorithm of random forest](image)
Allowing system operators to divide traffic, control flows for optimum efficiency, and start testing the new settings and services. Benefits of OpenFlow

- Programmability.

6 Code Implementation Optimal

Cab Positioning

Importing required libraries:

Input:

```python
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import seaborn as sns
```

Pandas are used for the analysis [4], seaborn are used for the graphical visualization and representation of data, matplotlib is used for arrays and linear algebra.

Creating data frames:

Input:

```python
apr14 = pd.read_csv('Dataset/uber-raw-data-apr14.csv')
may14 = pd.read_csv('Dataset/uber-raw-data-may14.csv')
jun14 = pd.read_csv('Dataset/uber-raw-data-jun14.csv')
jul14 = pd.read_csv('Dataset/uber-raw-data-jul14.csv')
aug14 = pd.read_csv('Dataset/uber-raw-data-aug14.csv')
sep14 = pd.read_csv('Dataset/uber-raw-data-sep14.csv')

merged_df = pd.concat([apr14, may14, jun14, jul14, aug14, sep14])
merged_df.head()
```

Here the dataset is collected from kagel which is already existing dataset of the new York city of the months November and December which is downloaded in the form of csv files(comma separated values).

Output:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date/Time</th>
<th>Lat</th>
<th>Lon</th>
<th>Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 4/1/2014 0:11:00 40.7680 -73.9549 B02512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 4/1/2014 0:17:00 40.7207 -74.0345 B02512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 4/1/2014 0:21:00 40.7316 -73.9873 B02512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 4/1/2014 0:28:00 40.7688 -73.9776 B02512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 4/1/2014 0:33:00 40.7594 -73.9722 B02512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rideshare histogram

The above data segregates the data collected from kaggle into the month and time, latitude and longitudes divisions for further data analysis. The actual collected includes the data of the uber in the months of November and December in the city of New York. The histogram [6] [7] represents the time and count of the rides. The time morning or evening time of the day and weather conditions like sunny, rainy, cloudy. Based on the weather cabs availability from the particular location will be more or less.

Output:

Filtering Morning and Evening Rides

The data is filtered into morning and evening rides [6] [8] for making clustering process easy. The actual data collected is the combination of the rides of all the parts of the day in the New York City. By dividing them into morning and evening data makes the data analysis part easy.

Input:

```python
morning_df_idx = (current_df['Time'] > 50000) & (current_df['Time'] < 110000)
morning_df = current_df[morning_df_idx]
evening_df_idx = (current_df['Time'] > 150000) & (current_df['Time'] < 220000)
evening_df = current_df[evening_df_idx]
```

Output:
Importing K-Means Input:

```python
from sklearn.cluster import KMeans
import numpy as np

Finding clusters:

n_clusters = 6
model = KMeans(n_clusters=n_clusters, init='random', max_iter=3
model.fit(morning_df[['Lat','Lon']])
```

Output:

```
array([[ 40.66319511, -73.77366135],
       [ 40.73293011, -73.99564334],
       [ 40.69828782, -74.20574989],
       [ 40.77359455, -73.96742616],
       [ 40.68789427, -73.96537129],
       [ 40.79534938, -73.86569224]])
```

The output indicates the centroids of the clusters so formed based on the longitude and latitude locations. These clusters are having the centroids based on which the current location of the user is used to locate the user in that particular cluster by considering the latitudes and longitudes mapping of the user geographically.

Representing the Centroids of clusters with folium:

Input:

```python
for i, coordinate in enumerate(morning_centroids):
    folium.Marker(tuple(coordinate), popup='Centroid %d' % (i+1), icon=folium.Icon(color = 'red')).add_to(morning_map)
```

Output:
For evening:
Input:

```python
n_clusters = 6
model = KMeans(n_clusters=n_clusters, init='random', max_iter=300)
model.fit(evening_df[['Lat','Lon']])

output: KMeans(init='random', n_clusters=6)

evening_centroids = model.cluster_centers_

Output:
array([[40.79451853, -73.86956433],
[40.76286865, -73.97459095],
[40.68831802, -73.96813311],
[40.69961741, -73.20066416],
[40.73069857, -73.99943104],
[40.6571523, -73.77454702]])

for i, coordinate in enumerate(evening_centroids):
    folium.Marker(tuple(coordinate), popup='Centroid %d' % (i+1), icon=folium.Icon(color='blue')).add_to(evening_map)
```

Output:
For morning:

```python
n_clusters = 6
model = KMeans(n_clusters=n_clusters, init='random', max_iter=300)
model.fit(morning_df[['Lat', 'Long']])

Output: KMeans(init='random', n_clusters=6)

morning_centroids = model.cluster_centers_

output: array([[40.66307319, -73.77356222],
               [40.68789652, -73.96537623],
               [40.73294324, -73.99563552],
               [40.77339578, -73.96740612],
               [40.79307386, -73.86486688],
               [40.69828782, -74.20574989]])
```

for i, coordinate in enumerate(morning_centroids):
    folium.Marker(tuple(coordinate), popup=f'Cluster {i}', icon=folium.Icon(color = 'blue')).add_to(morning_map)

Input:

K-MEANS clustering is applied and formed the clusters which are shown as location pop ups in the graph above. The formed indicates the cab availability from the location where the parts of the city are divided into clusters for easy location of them on the graph.

Output:

In the next phase testing all the implemented procedures and get the results as expected with predicted values, here in the bellow code using Random forest the dataset is divided into
different parts equally and on each and every sub part decision tree algorithm is applied and the results are added or the average of it is considered to make the final prediction accurately. K-means Clustering is applied to the app data.

![K-means Clustering for new data input point.](image)

**Figure 9:** K-means clustering for new data input point.

Here in the above figure the new data point is denoted with green marker and the predicted cluster is denoted by orange cluster and the remaining clusters are denoted by blue markers.

**Dbscan Algorithm:**

**Input:**

![Dbscan Algorithm Code and Clustering Result](image)

**Figure 10:** Db-scan algorithm code and clustering result.
In the above Db-scan clusters are plotted using PYPLOT library. Here there are two clusters plotted.

```
In the above Db-scan clusters are plotted using PYPLOT library. Here there are two clusters plotted.
```

**Figure 11:** Cluster centroid points using dbscan.

In the above the cluster is predicted for the new datapoint and the cluster centroid centers are found.

**Accuracy Using dbscan algorithm:**

**Input and Output for checking accuracy using dbscan algorithm:**

```
# accuracy of dbscan algorithm
from sklearn.metrics import silhouette_score
X = df1
labels = db_model.labels_
silhouette_coefficient = silhouette_score(X, labels)
silhouette_coefficient

0.99686641692282582
```

The Db-scan algorithm is imported and model is fitted with the input data and accuracy is calculated.

**Fair Price Detection:**

**Linear Regression:**

**Input and Output of the Linear Regression:**
Linear Regression model is imported and fitted with data and accuracy is evaluated.

Random Forest:
Input and Out of the Random forest:

```
random = RandomForestRegressor(n_estimators = 100, random_state = 0)
random.fit(xx_train, yy_train)
random.score(xx_test, yy_test)
```

Random Forest model is imported and fitted with data and accuracy is evaluated.

Logistic regression:
Input and Out of the Logistic regression:
Logistic Regression model is imported and fitted with data and accuracy is evaluated.

**Decision Tree:**

**Input and Out of the Decision Tree:**
Decision Tree algorithm is imported and fitted with input data and accuracy is determined.

```python
from sklearn.linear_model import LogisticRegression
xx_train, xx_test, yy_train, yy_test = train_test_split(x,y, test_size=0.3, random_state=42)
logistic = LogisticRegression()
logistic.fit(xx_train, yy_train)
logistic.score(xx_test, yy_test)
0.21066666666666667
```

price prediction:

**Input and Out of the Price prediction:**

```python
# coding dependency
import joblib
# saving our model
# model = model , filename-model_jlib
joblib.dump(decision, 'weights_saved_file')

# opening the file-model_jlib
# _jlib = joblib.load('weights_saved_file')
final_list=[0,0.5,0.3,3,1,0.5]
# check prediction
sim_jlib.predict([final_list]) # similar
a[0]
47.5
```
In the above the weights of decision tree algorithm is stored in a joblib file and the the file is loaded and opened and the it predicts for the new input datapoint.

**Parameters Required for the cab positioning:**

```python
source_list = ['back-bay', 'beacon-hill', 'boston-university', 'fanway', 'financial-district', 'haymarket-square', 'north-end', 'northeast-station', 'northeastern-university', 'south-station', 'theatre-district', 'west-end']
destination_list = ['back-bay', 'beacon-hill', 'boston-university', 'fanway', 'financial-district', 'haymarket-square', 'north-end', 'northeast-station', 'northeastern-university', 'south-station', 'theatre-district', 'west-end']
month_list = ['november', 'december']
weatherIcon_list = ['clear-day', 'clear-night', 'cloudy', 'fog', 'partly-cloudy-day', 'partly-cloudy-night', 'rain']
carTypePassenger_list = ['black', 'black-suv', 'blue', 'blue-black', 'blue-black-xl', 'byff', 'byff-xl', 'shared', 'taxi', 'uber-pool', 'uber', 'uber-xl', 'van']
NumCar_classes_list = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4]
Indices_list = [0, 1]
Product_id_list = ['byff', 'lyft_line', 'lyft_x', 'lyft_x_suv', 'lyft_plus', 'lyft_premier']
```

**Figure 12:** The affecting factors for pair price are shown above.

### 7 Evaluation Details

The sklearn MSE (Mean squared Error), MAE (Mean Absolute Error), RMAE Values are calculated. Mean squared error (MSE) measures the amount of error in statistical models. It assesses the average squared difference between the observed and predicted values. When a model has no error, the MSE equals zero. As model error increases, its value increases. The mean squared error is also known as the mean squared deviation (MSD).

For example, in regression, the mean squared error represents the average squared residual. If you give new location then it is plotted on the map and the nearest cluster centroid point is shown.

```python
new_ride = (17.972366, 79.503448)
folium.Marker(tuple(new_ride), popup='New Rider', icon=folium.Icon(color='green')).add_to(map)
```

**Figure 13:** Showing nearest cluster of given location.
Here above the orange colored is the nearest cluster of the input data point, the input data point is represented by green marker and all other clusters are represented by blue marker.

Next, we have to detect the fair price and if you enter the type of vehicle and weather conditions then fair price is detected.

**Input:**

```python
# loading dependency
import joblib
# saving our model # model , model , file name model jLib
joblib.dump(decision , 'weights_saved_file')

# opening file model jLib
m_jLib = joblib.load('weights_saved_file')
final_list=[0,1,2,3,4,5]
# check prediction
m_jLib.predict([final_list]) # similar
r(0)
```

**Figure 14:** Fair price detection.

By considering the parameters such as type of car, fuel cost, distance of travelling, time of the day either morning or evening, uv-index, etc the fair price of the cab is predicted. These factors are the independent variables and the price is the dependent variable. Price affects as if any changes are made in the independent variables.

**8 Future Work**

The Future scope suggest that the cab will be assigned by using the complex machine learning algorithm, as of now the cab is just positioned according to its nearest cluster. If the size of non-linear separable dataset increases then Db-scan would best suits and even in the complex scenario then here the data points are not separated by hyperplane then more advanced techniques like kernel methods or neural networks may be required to perform effective clustering or classification.

As of now only some main factors are used in fair price detection and in future you can add other factors which affects the fair price and even you can predict the fair price for the dynamic data in future using machine learning algorithms.

**9 Summary and Conclusions**

Analyzing the data that is taken from uber related data from a csv file and performing various actions on it in order to visualize and access the data accordingly to the need is done, also the algorithms that are used for fare price detection[12] and optimal cab positioning are decided after knowing the best accuracy of each performed algorithm. From which we found out that Random forest has the best accuracy when it comes for fare price detection and k-means for optimal cab positioning.
Data that is already there is used in the first case and then a developed application that is used to take the requirement details from the users (which actually mean online data collection) and then perform operation on it to find the optimal positioning of a cab that is given for a particular location. We used the best accuracy algorithms in order to reduce the redundancy and increase the efficiency of the project in doing the tasks perfectly.
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